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INTRODUcnON 

The term "'field research" (i.e. in linguistics) has come to mean research 
that is not conducted in the library. A trip to a remote settlement to 
record the language spoken by the people there is called field research. 
So is research done in a car assembly plant to see how the people in 
the various levels of hierarchy communicate with each olhu in a hari
zontaJ or verticaJ relationship, o r  research done in the classroom to 
see how students perform when given a certain set of language us

ages. 

On close examination, instances of research conducted outside the 
library differ from one another according to the following parameters: 

(i) focus; 
(ill pWJ'O'<; 
(ill) objective; 
(iv) method of collecting data; 
(v) location, 
(vi) uses. 
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On the basis of th�se differences, field research in linguistics can 
be divided into two types: upstream field research and downstr�am f�ld 
research (Asmah Haji Omar, 1993). 

Upstreamfie1d research 

Upstream field research is older than its downstream counterpart. It 
was this type of research that opened the way for modem linguistics 
in the tradition of Bloomfield in the USA and '.R Firth in the U.K. to 
name a few 

Upstream field research can be equated with Samarin's field linguis
tics (Samarin, 1967). TIle focus of this research is on hitherto unknown 
languages or dialects and their communities. That is to say, these lan
guages or dialects have never had any description in terms of their 
system5 and structures. Nothing has been written about them. If at all 
there is any written doerunent on them it may be in the form of 
wordlists, usually produced by interested travellers or visitors to the 
place. These people recorded the words �ually out of !3sual interest. 
If they were researchers who were non-linguists, the list took form 
because of a need to know the native nomenclature for artefacts, plants, 
animals, etc. All the lists are usually bilingual, i.e. with the native words 
which are given equivalents in the languages of the compiler. 

Some of what I call "hitherto unknown languagesN may have 
phrase books for foreigners visiting the community. The phra!>es given 
are simple everyday expressions that people may use when they en
cOWlter one another in a social or business situation. 

As the compilers of the word lists and the phrase books are nol 
linguists, the compilations are usually not done according to any sys
tem. Nevertheless, such lists have their usefulness, especially to a first
time visitor or resear!her to the community 

Purpose of Research 

The purpose of research is to give a written fonn of the language/ 
dialect to its own speakers and to have documentation on the languagel 
dialect as a step to placing it in the inventory of the world's languages. 
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When a community has its own language in written form. it is able to 
go a step furt.;'er in teaching the language formally. Le. in the school. 
to its own children. With this comes manuals for teaching the language. 
dictionaries and literature books and books o f  other genres. 

The availability of documentation on the language/dialect will 
be useful to linguists in general or those working on the typology of 
Languages in the area or on a comparison of languages. Besides the 
linguists. people from other disciplines may find such documentation 
useful for research, for example the anthropologtsts and the 
ethnobotanists working in the area. 

Objtctivts 01 Rtstarch 

Arising from the purposes mentioned abo\le. the linguist in upstream 
research has 10 set his/her objecti\les. These can be summarised into 
descriptions of the systems and structures of the phonology, morphol
ogy. syntax and semantics of the language/dialect concerned. 

PhonOlogical description is necessary in terms of giving the lan
guages/dialects concerned a written form with a spelling system that 
can be used by others. These "hitherto unknown languages/dtalects" 
usually do not have a writing system or an orthography. They usually 
adopt a writing system from another language. usually a major lan
guage of their country The aboriginal languages in Peninsular Malay
sia and the indigenous languages of Sabah and Sarawak fall into the 
group of languages which call for upstream research. So do most of 
the Malay dialects. 

To put all these languages and dialects into writing. the ea:;iest 
way is to adopt a writing system which is already used by a major 
language. There are many examples of such languages which we can 
cite. Among these are fuan and Kadazan Dusun, which have adopted 
the Rumi (Roman) writing system through Malay There have been 
cases where languages tried to create their own writing systems from 
symbols which seem to occur in their culture. An example is Bidayuh. 
However, this has not proven to be a success. It goes to show that 
creating a writing system is not as easy as "discovering" a phonologi
cal system. With the writing.. phonological and spelling systems a\lail
able. the language can already be written, i.e. the spoken word can be 
transferred into a written form. 

A more systematic picture of the written form can be produced if 
the language has a general morphological and syntactic description. 
With this resource. words in all their simplicity and complexity can be 
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written lI\ a systCll\d.t!c and consistent way This is so because units of 
the words can be irwcntmised and the method of writing them can be 
codifiOO. A !lyntactic description is needed for the writing of phrases 
(a.� Opp(l�ed to words) and so:ntences. Phonology. morphology and 
syntax arc the basIc aspt!Cts Df a language which make it possible for 
putting the language into writing not jullt in terms of words but also 
in terms of sentences and discourse. 

AI the eariier stagt> of any upstream field research, semantics 
means knowing the meanings of words that a researcher collects from 
hlS/her inform.lnts. A fuU stmlantlC study of the language is better 
carried out when the rl"Scarcher becomes morc familiar with the lan
gu,\gc and has acquired a certain IC\'el of proficiency in communicat· 
ing via the lilrlguage concerned. 

Method oj CoJlecting Dilt"-

n\e upstream field research makes use of informants. 1his i s  why it is 
also called the infonllanl /11(tlw;/ (Samarin, 1967' 1). The lIlformant is 11 

native �peaker of the language/dialect under study As he/she live� in 
the community of the language/dialect concerned, the researclter has 
to go to the Held to collect data from Jilin/her as well as from other 
native speakers. 

Upstrt'am field ft'Seareh also alluws the researcht'r to use an in· 
fonnant available at the rc:>earcher's work place, without the researcher 
going to the community That is to say, a researcher in Kuala Lumpur 
is able to wHeet data on Ibill1 If he gets an Than native speaker in his 
place uf work. In such a situation he lakes the infonnant ,  j e. the lban 
�peaker concerned, to his place and docs a recording of the language, 
followed by a de.-;(ription or an analy�s of the language. Re�arch which 
involves bringing the infonnanl to the work place is also known as 
fit'la-type rest:arch. (Samarin, 1967:1). This means that the collection of 
data is �till the same "5 that involved when the researcher goes to the 
field. Th" only difference is that the researcher does not have to go to 
thE' field. 

Collection of data through infonnants has a set of techniqu�, each 
with its purpose and objective. However, these techniques will not be 
discu!>...-.ed here. 
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Location 

The languages/dialects which are the targets of the upstream field 
research are found III the upstream regions of th� country, hence the 
nomenclature given to this type of research. Examples of research done 
in such places are those of Asmah HaJI Omar (1969, 1981, 1983) and 
Eric Wong Tat Koon (1994). 

Usu of Upstream Field Reuan:h 

Upstream field research has practical as well as  academic uses, as dis
cussed below 

Giving the la"page its infrastructure 

This is the mosl immediate use of  the research, i.e. in giving the wnt· 
ing iUld spelling systems to the language, and compiling a lexicon for 
it. These two efforts can lead to the wrltlllg of grammar. All these are 
what I call the "infrastructure" of a language. 

Identificatio" of la"guage subfamilies a"d their membership 

Language familie and subfamilies cannot be Identified unless there is 
sufficient data on the "members" wluch can be grouped together Such 
identification needs descriptions of the phonology, morphology and 
syntax of these members. 

In the absence of such descriptions people are prone to making 
conjectures. For example, until lately. Bldayuh (of Sarawl\1() was as
sumed to consist of four different dialects, i.e. Biatah,. Bukar Sadong. 
Bau and Jagoi. When more and more research had bt!en done, these so 

called dialects proved to be heterogeneous languages. Arising hom this, 
Bldayuh cannot be considered a slllgie language (with dialects) but 
rather a subfamily of heterogeneous though closely related languages. 
Apart from the four mentioned above, there are other "speech sys
tems" within the Bidayuh areil which can be cono;ir!p!1'd languages in 
their own right but within the Bidayuh subfamily 

The same can be said of Melanau. It is not a single language but 
rather a subfamily of languages, among which are Mukah, Oya·Oalat, 
Matu Dare, and RCJang. 
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Rl!lJ/ignment of ,ubfamilies 

People are in the habit of aligning ethnic group names to names of 
languages. In most cases they are right. However, this method of align
ment may not always give a true picture of the linguistic versus group 
situation. 

An example is classifying the language spoken by the Melanau 
people of Bintulu as a language of the Melanau subfamily Hence, 
Bintulu Melanau was grouped together with U1.e other members of the 
Melanau subfamily. With field research into the Bintulu speech sys
tem, it was found out that this system had features that necessitated 
placing it in a different group. This speech system is now known as 
the Bintulu language, although its speakers are still referred to as 
:vt:elanau. Pending further field resean:h, Bintulu now stands on its own 
as a subfamily 

Determilling the degree of ge1letic relationship between languages 

Field research has been able to :mow the proKimity or dIStance in ge
netic relationship between members of the same subfamily. This is done 
by comparing wordlists and linguistic systems. An eKample is the 
Dusun (also known as Kadazan) subfamily where Lotud is considered 
tCl have features which make it distant to Penampang (or Tanggara), 
Nanau, Tambunatl, etc. The latter group of languages are considered to 
have a closer relationship with each otl'ler than any to Lotud. [n turn. 
all these are closer to each other than they are to Rungus. 

Determining language typology 

When languages belong to a single family or subfamily they are said 
to share certain features in their systems and structures. However, such 
languages may differ from one another due to the presence of features 
in �me but not in others. This gives rise to a typology of the lan
guage!' concerned. For example, using numeral classifiers as a vari
able, the languages of Sarawak may be classifield mlo two types: those 
with a system of numeral classifiers and thO!!e without (Asmah Hajj 
Ornar, 1985: Chapters 4 dan 5). 

linguistic typology call also b e  done across subfamilies and faO"li
lie.·, of languages. Looking at the itldigenous languages spoken in Sabah 
and Sarawak. specifically at their phonolOgical and morphological lea
tures, one can posit two mam types: the Sabah-type and the Sarawak-
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type of languages. This does nol mean that the former are all found in 
Saba1\. and the latter in Sarawak. A Sabah-type language is found in 
Sarawak. and that is Bisayah which is spoken in Limbang. Conversely, 
a Sarawak-type language is found in Sabah, and that is the Lun Dayeh 
language of Nabawan. Bisayah has features which make it more akin 
to Paitan., Murut and other Sabah-type languages lhan il is to those of 
the Sarawak-type. In the same way, Lun Dayeh is very much closer 10 

Kelabit and Lun Bawang of Sarawak than it is 10 Murul of Sabah. In 
earlier writings on Sabah. the Lun Dayeh were called Murut, and their 
language, Murut. This is because these people's closest neighbours are 
the Mwut of Sabah. 

D15cOfJnin8 "new" IAngw'Wl!$ And their nAmes 

Upstream field research usually opens the door to a Hnew" speech 
system or language. The language has always been there, on1y that it 
had nol been "discovered" before, due to factors which have already 
been di!.l..-u.ssro above, e.g. no fieldwork had been done on it and as 

such there had not been any documentation on it, or it had always 
been subsumed under the name of another language or subfamily ot 
languages. 

Below is my personal experience with regard to such a discovery. 
It was the "discovery" of the Narom language. In 1978 I had stopped 
over for 2 days in Marudi on my way from Miri to the Tutoh area. I 
had gone to the District Office to find out about the demography of 
the area. I was told that there was a KIlmpung Me/Ilyu nearby I took 
the opportunity to go to the /azmpung with my tape recorder and man
aged to collect language data from some informants. What came oul 
was nol any dialect of Malay but a totally different language altogether. 

The people at first said that they were Malays. (Their houses were 
of the Malay-type and they were Muslims). But at my probing. they 
inlonned me that they were NaronJ. I have given a chapter to the "arom 

language (not the Malay dialed of Marudi) in my book 11te Mllllly 
Ptoplts oj MAlaysia aml11uir umgwgts (1983). 

Rtctifir::ation of folk classificAtion 

People tend to duslfy an ethnic group or its language(s) according to 
their general perception of those people as well as their general im
pression of the language. Iban (once known as Sea Oaya1c) was consid
ered to be I dialed of Malay (Cense and Uhlenbeck,. 1958). A well-
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known Malay figure once said in his speech that Hwith a little bit of 
imagination", a Malay is able to speak £ban, because it was only a 
dialect of Malay just like tM Kedah, Johor, etc. dialect. His impression 
arose from lists of words which showed words in Iban and Ma1ay which 
are similar or almost similar to one another, e.g. 

lban Millay English 
rum'" Tumah house 
makai makan �, 

panjai panjang long 
aku aku 1 

Apart from words such as the above, the numerals in Iban are 
carbon copies of the Malay ones. However, there are more aspects to 

these two languages than those lists of words, and these necessitate 
the �aming of Iban by Malays as they would any other language. Field 
ressearch lJlvolves more than the collection of such wordJists, and the 
results confirm the fact that Iban and MaJay are two heterogeneous 
languages. 

The Narom case can be cited as another example of the rectifica
tion of folk classification. Narom is not a Malay dialect but a language 
in its own right which shows a dose affinity with Kenyah. 

Another example which I wish to cite here pertains to the Selahu 
people and their language. Selilialu (pronounced with the diphthong 
IIU) is the name used by the people concerned (found in Lundu, 
Sarawak) to refer to themselves as well as to their language. Along the 
way they have come to be known as 5elakD, a pronunciation probably 
originated by the Malays, and this name has stuck on with the non
Sf'lakau. There is no 0 in the language concerned, and with this evi
dence alone one can conclude that the actual name is Selakilu, and this 
name should be chosen above Se/ako. 

fonnulatioll of lillguistic theories 

Data is needed in order to fonnulate theories especially in general lin
guistics. This can only be obtained through field research. As an exam
ple, descriptions of the languages of Sabah have shown that allomorphic 
variations of morphemes may not be caused exclusively by features of 
the immediate envirorunent, but also by the non-immediate ones, for 
example, two syllable5 apart (Asmah Haji Omar, 1978). Various lan
guages it! the Kadazan/Dusun subfamily show that the vowel of the 
prefix. or the sufflX simulates its quality from the vowel of the root 
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form. This results in prefixes having variations accordiflg to vowel 
quality However, the vowels concerned (the simula.tor and the simu· 
lated.) may nol occur in close proximity with one anou'er 

Down.strt'am field rt'.search 

This type of research concerns itself with aspects of language which 
&re already "known" and of their functions in SOCIety 

Focus 

The focus of downstream research Is on languages/dia1ects which have 
already had descriptions on their systems and structures as well as 
n!:ference and prescriptive grammars and dictionaries. nus type of 
research also loolcs at varieties of such languages as well as "deriva
tives- of the mixang of different languages which usually take place an 

cosmopolitan areas, I.e. the pidgins and the creoles. The focus also 
rentres on the choice of speech systems in society and in various situ· 

ations (such as the work place, the market area, the academic setting. 
places of worship, the law court etc.), the status given to languages in 
multilingual societies and the changes and developments that affect 
these languages. 

In short, one can say that downstream research encompasses such 
research that may be categorised as sociolinguistics (macro- as well as 
mkro-sociolmgulstics) and psycholinguLstics. With these come language 
atbtude, language maintenance and shift, domaan study, code-mixing 
and code-switching, Iaf\guage standardisation. pidginisation and 
creolisation, conversation analysis, etc. 

Purpose 

Each of the fields of research dted above has its own specific purpose. 
However, the overall purpose of downstn!:am research is to give a 
picture of the actual situation pertaining to language use in society 
from various aspects, at the macro-as weU as the micro-level 

Objective 

The micro-level downstream research looks at the changes and devel
opment in the systems and structures of the languages and varieties 
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under consideration. It also looks a t  the use of linguistic items for ef
fectiveness of communication, and in dealing with this topic, down
stream research places a great deal of importance on paralinguistic 
features and their role in communication. 

In language planning, which can be considered as part of macro

tKXiolinguistics, the research objective may cunsist of an examination 
of fadors which may or may not sustain the status allocated to lan
guages in the community, e.g. that of national and offida! language 
and till: language used in education. 

Mtthod of Collecting Dilta 

In downstream field research, there are various methods of collecting 
data, and these are:-

(I) the downstream informant method, 
(ii) the language-in-action method, 
(Iii) the survey method, 
(iv) the test method. 

DowlIstream informant method 

This method i s  reminiscent ('If the original or upstream informant 
method already discussed, in the sense that language users are made 
use of for the purpose of getting lingubtic information by the researcher. 
However, there is a slight difference between the upstream infonrwnt 
method and the downstrt'Qm informant metlJod, The fonner provides a 
part to the discovery of language systems and structures, and tile in
formant i s  always a native speaker. On the other hand, the latter prO"
vides data which is not concerned. so much with the "discovery" of 
systems and structures but rather with choice and change which is 
linked with situations and attitudes. In the downstream infonnant 
method, the informant may consist of a native speake.r or otherwise 
depending on the purpose and objective of research that is being done. 

Art example of the use of the downstream informant method may 
be seen in the research by Halimah Haji Ahmad (1994). She used in
fonnants (native and non-native Malay speakers) in order to gather 
infurmation on their attitude towards loanwords used in books on 
management written in Malay 
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Latiguilge�itl-actiQII lIIethod 

1his method gathers information/data right at the time and plact� of 
t�"- limguage in action, L.e. when the sp.:akers arc ,lCtively 1ntefaUH"lg 
with e(leh other TIle researcher may choose 10 be part of the nellon or 
star 1!\ the background. Modem te<:hnology, in the fonn of audio and 
\Iideo ["dlities, has helped a great deal in bringing this type of re
$('"arm 10 the fore. Examples of this typ(" of research are the works of 
Nor Ha�himah Jalaluddin (1994), Elaine M:orais (1994), and Jdmaliah 
Mohd. Ali (1995). 

With th", advancement of computer technology and thc wide
spread UIOt: of the internet, one carulOl dismiss from this type "f study 
thl' tyPt! of language-in·action that goe� in the c-mail. As shown by 
Mani l...t' Vasan (19%), discourse vi;) the e-mail is closer to spoken diS
couro.e than to the written. If telephone COil\"en;ations can be." consid
ered ddte. for conversation analysis, then the .... mail discourse GLn be 
placed tmder thl:. category. 

Survey me.thod 

Tht": survey method in field research is applied in the colleclion of 50-
cLolingui�tic datd relating to the population £ize of &peaker5, "'peaker 
"'Iilude, language choice, maintenance and shift, de. Although all 
methuds may have a quantitative and quahtative appro,\ch, the survey 
method usually places a major emphasis on the former. 

In this method, the researcher not only chooses the source!'- of 
mfmmation but prepare!'- a questionnaire to facilitate data gathering. 
The people who fonn the source of information Me known a:. rc5polld-
1"1115. Examples of this typt! of research are found in thc work of Maya 
David (1996) and Nor Hisham Osman (1991). 

T�st met/wd 

ThlS method is used in applied linguistics in the gathering of inform,,· 
lion on language usage as well 85 on the ability of language learners 
to usc linguistic fo nns. In this method, the language users, who are 
known as 511bjl!c/:;, are required to answer tests i.n variou:; forms. e.g. 
filling in Ihe blanks, substituting one item for another, constructing 
�ntenCl!S, writmg compositions, etc. Example.:, arc found in the wMks 
of Kg Keal Siew (1992) and Kalpana Ponniah (1993). 
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Loc,dion 

Downstream field research can be done anywhere: in the work place, 
in an office situation. in the classroom. in places of worship. elc. 

Us�. of downstream field ruelllrd, 

The uses are variegated based on the purpose and objective of the 
research itseU. but most of them are directed towards the relationship 
between the human linguistic and extralinguistic behaviour. It should 
also be noted here thai downstream field research is not concerned 
with establishing the infrastructure of the language under study As 
the fOCU$ is language and Its speake:� (and society), the results of the 
research can be more or less utilised by professionals, e.g. in  manage
ment. teaching, etc. 

The following are some of the examples of uses which can be 
cited. Ela.ine Morais' research, for example, Is use:fulln getting an un

derstanding of the interactional behaviour between people who work 
in a car assembly plant, on both the horU.ontal and the vertical axes. 

Such data is useful for management training. 

Nor Ha.�himah'. re£earch provid� use:fu] infomtaliun on human 
behaviour when it comes to bargaining. The data and the analysis as 
found in this work is also useful in training people for interviews as 
well as for I::onstructing I::onversational exercises for language teaching. 

Jamaliah Mohd. Ali's work gives a picture of strategies people 
use in diicussions and debates. Her data and malysis are also useful 
for the understanding of human behaviour in a oon£lict situation. 

Noriah Mohamad's work (1991) on communication amOI\g the 
Malays and the lban in Betong, Sarawak provides information on lan
guage preferenl::es as well as on accomodation or otherwise: that fea
ture in the relationship between members of the in-group and the 
outgroup 

CotldusiOll 

What I have attempted to do in the previous sections is to typify the 
various types of research which require the researd\er to get first-hand 
information from the source{s). In this way. I hope I have been able 
to give an idea of what field work in linguistics is all aboul This type 
of research ls different from the library type where the source is writ
ten materials found in books, journals, etc. 
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